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The Knowledge Bank

The Knowledge Bank is a new programme launched by the Scotland Food & Drink
Partnership in June 2021 and challenged with the task of identifying and developing new
market opportunities using, research, insight, market data and knowledge to deliver
sustainable growth for the Scottish food and drink industry.

Focusing on today’smarkets and tomorrow’s opportunities, The Knowledge Bank will work
across the Scottish food and drink industry to stimulate thinking and encourage action.

Supported by Scottish Government via the SF&DPartnership Food andDrink Recovery Plan
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Why London?



Scotland Food & Drinks x Kantar | 52 we May 15 2022

So many people living in such a very 

small area!

2.6m households

5.5m individuals

3.4m households

9.0m individuals

London is home to c. 30% more households than Scotland.
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Who is the London shopper?

Are Londoners young, always in a rush?

• Londoners are younger because there are less likely to be empty-nesters and retirees. Families with children are 
the largest group. 

• Londoners are busy but cooking / food is important to Londoners so they make time for it.

Are Londoners disloyal, always chasing the next new thing?

• Londoners buy more NPDs than most. 

• Promotion plays a strong role in brand-choice in London but in the end they have fewer distinct brands.

Are Londoners affluent, willing to pay higher prices?

• Londoners are more affluent and pay higher prices than in Scotland, but that doesn’t mean they don’t struggle 
financially. We need to give them a reason to spend more.

Are Londoners are very health-focused? Do they only eat organic and vegan food?

• Londoners care a lot about their health and that of their children. Organic and flexitarianism are two trends that 
will resonate with them.

Are Londoners are very engaged with sustainability? 

• Londoners are a little more engaged with sustainability. Labels relating to recyclability are by far the most looked 
for. Organic and zero carbon label on the packaging will have more impact in London than Scotland.
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Source: Kantar Worldpanel Take Home Purchasing | 52we data to 17 April 2022

Total Food & Drink in Scotland vs London

How do Londoner’s shop for grocery?

Londoners spend £1 less per trip but have more shopping trips per year

• Londoners buy less per shopping trip at c£1 less per time

• However they have an additional 11 shopping trips vs Scots therefore more opportunities to buy your brand/product 
and therefore a focus will need to be on creating and build awareness to capitalise on this.

Sainsbury’s and Waitrose at the Londoner’s heartland as is online shopping

• Londoner’s overtrade on these two stores and therefore listings here will be important when targeting the shopper

• Online is also important in London with 50% more spend going through this channel vs Scotland

• How can you leverage your relationship with these retailers in Scotland to push the national narrative?  

Brands are less important to Londoners overall

• Less spend comes from branded products in London vs Scotland, however alcohol, biscuits and dairy over index 
vs total and chilled convenience, fresh poultry/game and fish over index vs. Scotland. 

• Is there more of an opportunity for own label in London? 

Fruit, vegetable and salads are key, as is dairy yoghurt!

• FVS account for the greatest share of spend for Londoners from a macro category point of view but does your 
shelf life and packaging support the supply to London? 

• Alcohol and dairy products are also high value products with yoghurt overtrading 

Promotions account for over 50% of volume in gin, ale/lager and whisky but the latter could be 
an opportunity

• Whisky share of spend and volume is on a par with Scotland so could pose an opportunity for producers

• Promotions play a big role in alcohol spend for Londoners  - does your pricing structure allow for this? 
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Londoners out of home 

• The market is 64% bigger than Scotland at £6.9bn and had been more resilient it its recovery. Its is 

also responsible for many of the innovations that Scotland adopt later on.

• The out of home consumer is younger than the GB and Scotland average, so tends to spend less per 

trip out of home but overall people make an extra 33 more trips per year, 33 more opportunities to buy 

your product?

• Opportunities exist for products for the breakfast and lunch occasions where they make more 

trips on average, but these are cheaper occasions so ensure offers are competitive and affordable. 

• Opportunities also exist for bakery and sandwich products due to the over index from this channel 

and which can be linked to the breakfast and lunch occasion. Hot drinks suppliers take note.

• Snacking is bigger in London than in Scotland and represents another opportunity, this will involve 

conversations with the Mults who have an over Index in Share of Spend. Vending is also an 

opportunity that should be explored. This has implications for product packaging and packs size of 

individual units.

• Londoners over trade in non-traditional meat and vegetarian burgers, salads and fruit, and pizzas out 

of the home, could this be an opportunity for NPD in Venison and Fish as well as ingredient suppliers.
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